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Landscape Pavilion
St-Roch-des-Aulnaies, Quebec, Canada
Anne Carrier architecture
Photography by Stephane Groleau

This is a visitor centre for a cultural heritage site in Quebec. Its architect 

describes it as “grounded in the characteristic elements of the surrounding 

landscape: the river, bridges, forest and stone buildings”. But the appeal’s all in 

how that’s done. The pavilion approaches its site as an opportunity to make a 

building that is discreet and understated, yet able to prompt thinking about its 

place. It is arguably a piece of ‘land art’ that is also habitable and performs a 

function – welcoming visitors, helping them understand a subject, letting them 

rest and purchase memorabilia, etcetera. For being of the landscape, it is no 

less architectural. Indeed, one of the pavilion’s most persuasive aspects is how 

it emerges literally out of the ground toward its frontispiece, as if earth had 

morphed before one’s eyes, into something manmade.

Of course, nothing about the buried half of the building is ‘natural’. But as it 

burrows almost half its plan and length under a wedge-shaped shelf of land, 

complete with a planted green roof that rises slowly, it certainly engages with 

the ground plane, as if lifting it up skyward. This move nods to the angles of the 

surrounding hills, and a long gabion wall of rocks links to the abundant rockery 

all about, including older houses. This wall follows the approach road and 

guides visitors toward the old manor house that is the main attraction. A single, 

deep doorway gives a clue that something is useful behind the wall. 

Inside is a large, open space for information and souvenirs, lined with glass 

on two sides and leading to the big porch at the pavilion’s end. This outdoor 

space is a showstopper, sheltering under a simple, flat roof supported on steel, 

and leaning over the glazed front prow of the pavilion. It is a loggia that can 

be enjoyed individually for study or reflection, or for groups to gather pre- or 

post-visit. 

Although the project was realised on a tight budget, its materials – concrete, 

steel and rocks – make it feel as though it’s here to stay a long while. The 

building doesn’t look temporary or in any way given short shrift. In its detailing 

and cohesive tones, and especially in its demure massing, the centre does 

justice to its important site.
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